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Abstract:The influence of interconnecting cables on an audio system’s performance is a controversial issue. 

This is partly because commonly measured parameters such as resistance, reactance, frequency response, and 

common distortions do not show meaningful differences. Thepresent electrical studyof line-level single-ended 

(unbalanced) analog interconnects, provides a more comprehensive picture surpassing the common 

specifications. It was found that uncommon time-domain effectssuch as reflection sequences and non-ideal 

capacitive behavior, along with noise, can better distinguish the electrical performance of interconnects of 

different grades. 
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I. Introduction 
Music reproduction spans a wide spectrum in sonic fidelity, ranging from mainstream consumer 

applications (e.g., portable devices and computer audio) to elaborate ―high-end audio‖ (HEA) systems. The 

latter typically consist of separate specialized components such as optical transports, digital-to-analog 

converters, preamplifiers, power amplifiers, and loudspeakers. Interlinking cables between these components are 

an inevitable necessity. The possibility that cables might affect a system‘s sonic performance remains a 

controversial and contentious subject, because of the rarity of published research proving audibility of cables 

(and for that matter the audibility of any audio-configuration change other than replacing the loudspeakers). 

Nevertheless, there is a sea of anecdotal claims by audiophiles that cables influence sonic performance, and 

there exists a well-established audio-cable industry.  

Skeptics dismiss cable audibility as a ―snake-oil claim‖ partly on the grounds that certain 

measurements—for example, of RLC (resistance, inductance, and capacitance) and FR (frequency response)—

do not reveal meaningful differences between cables. Also cables are viewed as non-distorting linear networks 

between components that can be characterized by fixed transfer functions. However, as shown here, such views 

of how cables operate are incomplete and incorrect.  

Recently published work [1] proved psychoacoustic discernment of two analog cable pathways, 

demonstrating audibility of the smallest change in an audio chain up to that point. The work underscored the 

need to use an audio system of sufficient fidelity to avoid masking subtle differences, and emphasized the 

benefit of extended-duration listening that resembles audiophile auditioning. Those experiments compared a 

balanced-cable pathway with a single-ended (unbalanced) pathway, because this could be done without adding 

external switch boxes and wiring. However, that approach prevented distinguishing whether noise differences 

between pathways originated from the balanced-versus-unbalanced topology or the cables themselves. It also 

prevented studying TD (time-domain) effects, as this would have required (for the balanced cable) additional 

circuitry (differential amplifiers, etc.) which would have introduced its own signal alterations. Various previous 

works have emphasized the importance of TD signal alterations at higher fidelity [2–12]. 

To address some of these issues and conduct an investigation that includes TD electrical behaviors, the 

present work compared single-ended interconnects and probed uncommon TD effects such as non-ideal 

capacitive decays and reflection sequences. These TD effects have considerably higher magnitudes than 

variations in FR and the effects of R and L, and are therefore more likely to make a sonic difference. The 

measurements developed here show a demonstrable progressive improvement with the cable‘s ―grade‖ (generic, 

entry-level, and higher-end ones from commercially available cables) providing some additional objective 

measures for judging a cable‘s electrical accuracy, whether or not it makes a discernable sonic difference in a 

particular system.  
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II.    Electrical behavior of interconnect cables 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. A typical application circuit hosting an interconnect. Subscripts “S” and “L” refer to source and load 

respectively. 

2.1 Low-frequency equivalent circuit and basic parameters  

 Fig. 1 shows the typical high-impedance circuit hosting an interconnect (approximated here as a 

distributed-linear-RLC circuit not incorporating the non-linear/TD effects that are discussed below). Many 

discussions of cables on audio forums are limited to such a framework which,as demonstrated here,is 

insufficient for fully characterizing interconnect performance. The typical parameter values are such that R << 

RS<< RL (with R < 1 , RS ~ 100–1000 , and RL ~ 10 k –1 M). The inductive decay time is given by  

    L = L/(RL+RS)  L/RL,                         (1) 

capacitive decay time by  

   C = CRS.RL/(RL+RS)  CRS,               (2) 

self-oscillation period by  

   TLC=2(LC)
1/2

,                                (3)  

and resistive power loss in dB by: 

    PL=20.log[(R+RL+RS)/(RL+RS)].                   (4) 

 Normally L<<C and PL<< 0.001 dB (see measured values below), so that inductance and resistance 

are irrelevant for interconnects
a
. This holds even including the skin effect, whereby the current is progressively 

forced out from the interior with increasing frequency and travels within a skin depth  

   = [f)]
1/2

,                                     (5) 

where  f, and   are the resistivity, frequency, and permeability respectively.  For copper at f=1 MHz, = 

[f)]
1/2

 =65 m far exceeds the typical surface roughness of ~2 μm, making the skin effect irrelevant (i.e., 

PL<< 0.001 dB continues to hold).   

2.2 Transmission and non-ideal characteristics  

 One contribution to an interconnect‘s transient response arises from its transmission-line properties, 

one of which is its characteristic impedance  

  Z= (L/C)
1/2

                                 (6) 

and its variation Z over its length (whose indication was taken as the left-to-right-channel fractional 

discrepancy). Internal reflections are reduced by making Z small (a measure of quality control). End 

reflections are reduced by matching Z with RL, RS, and the connector impedance. A sequence of back-and-forth 

reflections can add a decaying oscillatory tail to transient edges, whose persistence worsens for longer cables 

and slower propagation speeds  

    v = c.(rr)
-1/2
c.(r)

-1/2
,       (7) 

where c= 3.00 x 10
8
 m/s is the speed of light in free space, r is the relative permittivity (dielectric constant), and 

r is the relative permeability. For interconnects, r = 1 and the main retardation is due to r>1 (for reference, r 

equals 1 and 1.0005 for vacuum and air respectively). 

Eq. 2  (C  CRS) represents an ideal exponential decay when the capacitance has a constant value and 

releases its charge completely and instantaneously, with the only bottleneck for speed being the external 

resistance. But the reality is more complicated. Electrostatic forces attract a capacitor‘s plates closer causing C 

                                                           
a
 This may not be true for the low-impedance circuit of a loudspeaker cable. 
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to change with voltage V and time [13, 14]; this effect will be referred to as electromotive capacitance
b
. Also 

the polarization of the dielectric insulation has its own time scale [15] and cannot keep up with a rapidly 

changing electric field
c
. Both of these non-ideal capacitive (NIC) effects lead to a rise in r and C (and decrease 

in v per Eq. 7) at lower f. The cable then cannot be represented by a fixed transfer function and will have a NIC 

decaylingering past the nominal (C  CRS) exponential decay
d
,
e
. The finite decay times prevent the output 

voltage Vout from tracking the input Vin instant-for-instant, and contaminate it with its earlier history through the 

convolution Vout(t) = ∫K(t-t') Vin(t') dt' over t'= -∞ to t with a kernel K(t-t') that itself depends on signal 

amplitude and history.   

Thus as a rule of thumb, a larger r implies a slower dielectric response and more dispersion 

(propagation speed variation with frequency) [18]. Hence all things being equal, it is desirable to have r 1 and 

v  c (Eq. 7).  Thus measuring the relative propagation speed v/c provides an efficacious way to assess the 

quality of a cable‘s capacitance (constancy with frequency). Some cable designs achieve an effective r less than 

the intrinsic material‘s value by having the electric field reside partly in air through porous (foam) insulation 

(e.g., Belden 4855R, RG-59 cable) or by conductor geometry (e.g., Nordost Norse 2 cable). Electromotive 

capacitance and magnetomotive inductance (see footnote d) are best reduced by making the cable structure as 

rigid as possible. But this conflicts with the advantages of flexibility and insulation porosity. Such challenges 

undoubtedly contribute to the difficulty (and expense) in optimizing HEA cable designs.  

 

2.3 Idealized transfer function  

 If the above esoteric effects are neglected, the simplistic circuit of Fig. 1 (including the cable, RL 

andRS;with CL<< C, R <<RL,and R <<RS)has a complex FR or transfer function
f
for steady audio-frequency 

pure tones that can be approximated by  

    G = Vout/Vin = 1/[(RS+RL)/RL + j2fCRS]           (8) 

where j = (-1)
1/2

. The absolute magnitude |G| and phase shift  (in degrees) are given respectively by  

    |G| = |Vout/Vin| = [{(RS+RL)/RL}
2
 + {2fCRS}

2
]

-1/2
   (9) 

     = – (360/2) tan
-1

[2fCRSRL/(RS+RL)].           (10) 

As demonstrated below, the detailed response is more complicated than represented by the idealized transfer 

function.  

 

2.4 Noise vulnerability  

 Noise pickup in cables through EMI (electromagnetic induction) and RFI (radio-frequency 

interference) is a well known problem that depends not only on how well a cable is shielded but also on details 

of the grounding scheme and the impedances of the host circuit. These issues are well covered in [19–22]. Noise 

was found to be the main distinguishing measurement in [1] (where TD measurements were not carried out for 

the reasons mentioned earlier related to balancing), where their ―cable A‖ (balanced interconnect) had lower 

noise and a more detailed sound. The present work shows that a similar unbalanced cable has a comparably low 

noise level, so the superior noise performance seems to be more related to better shielding than to the topology.  

                                                           
b
 This effect in cables has been studied in [14]. Some of their relevant findings/points are: (1) C rises over a 

period of ~ 2 s when V is increased; (2) the effect does not cancel out in balanced cables, but has lower 

magnitude due to the halved ground-referenced voltage per leg; (3) they did not directly compare cables in 

listening tests, but used DSP (digital signal processing) simulations of the effect.  
c
 The four principal dielectric mechanisms are: electronic, ionic, dipolar, and space-charge based. The latter 

involve moving more mass and charge through greater distances, leading to a higher but slower responding rto 

changing electric fields.  
d
 There is an analogous magnetomotive inductance effect whereby repulsive magnetic forces between oppositely 

directed currents lead to a larger L at lower f. This will especially affect cables in low-impedance circuits such 

as for headphones or loudspeakers [16].  
e
 Another potential source of audible differences in loudspeaker cables was discussed in [17]: A loudspeaker 

(being a non-linear load and electric generator itself) creates a distortion voltage across its own terminals; this 

gets ―shorted‖ to a variable degree by the amplifier‘s output impedance combined with the cable‘s inductance 

and resistance.  
f
 Note that a cable cannot be represented as a simple overall ―impedance‖ even when RLC behave ideally, 

because not all elements are in series (some are shunts).  
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III.   Experimental Materials and Methods 

3.1 Cables Tested 

 With the purpose of exploring differences between generic interconnects and audiophile ones, only 

single-ended (with RCA connectors) shielded coaxial style cables were tested since balanced cables are non-

existent in entry-level consumer audio. Also TD measurements are more straightforward for single-ended 

cables. The interconnects‘length was chosen to be 2 m long, since differences are more evident for longer 

lengths, while at the same time this is not an uncommon length for typical applications. The three cables tested
g
, 

labeled S, M, and G are: (S) a ~$500 ―audiophile-grade‖ interconnect utilizing porous polytetrafluoroethylene 

dielectric (sold through specialty high-end audio dealers); (M) a ~$50 entry level interconnect utilizing 

polyethylene dielectric (sold at appliance and consumer electronics stores); and (G) a generic interconnect 

utilizing polyvinyl chloride dielectric (sold at general stores for under $5 or included with inexpensive consumer 

electronics). The shields of cables S and G are symmetrically grounded at both ends, while cable M‘s shield is 

grounded at only the source end (the recommended signal direction is marked with arrows on the jacket
h
).  

 The measurements below find an electrical performance ranking: S, M, and G in agreement with what 

one might expect based on the pricing and notional quality indicators such as the dielectric insulation.  
 

3.2 Instrumentation and Measurement Techniques 

Seven separate experiments rigorously probed signal alterations in interconnects using electrical 

measurements far surpassing conventional specifications. Rather than using automated ―black box‖ approaches 

such as REW (Room Equalization Wizard) that do not show the waveform, or off-the-shelf spectrum analyzers, 

the present work used more exacting first-principles methods: Instead of computer sound cards, typically limited 

to a 192 kHz sampling rate (i.e., 96 kHz Nyquist frequency and 5.2 s sampling period), the present work used 

vastly faster signal sources (e.g., 4 ns pulses) and digital storage oscilloscopes (DSOs) with up to 10 GHz 

single-shot and 250 GHz random-interleaved sampling rates. Also the detailed TD and noise information 

gleaned from theseindependent measurements cannot be matched by oscilloscope ―eye diagrams‖, which 

conveniently capture multiple signal aspects in a unified measurement (the eye-diagram technique is more 

valuable for digital‐ signal transmission than analog). Experiments 2–6 and experiment 7 used LeCroy 

WaveRunner 204Xi and LT342 DSOs respectively (no probes were used), and followed schemes similar to Fig. 

2 with various signal sources.  

 

 
Fig. 2. General setup for frequency-response, time-domain, and noise measurements. (“ref.” is “reference”.) 
 

The suite of measurements conducted here are tedious and time consuming but yield deeper insights 

into a cable‘s electrical behavior. The detailed TD information obtained here cannot be substituted for by the 

coarse and indirect impulse response derived from an FR, such as measured by an REW based system. The 

latter‘s time resolution isn‘t anywhere near that of the present methods. Also the inversion from FR (even with 

unlimited frequency resolution and range) to TD works exactly only when non-linear effects are absent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
g
 Interconnect S in this study is similar to interconnect A used in [1], but is single-ended instead of balanced. 

Interconnect M here is the same as B in [1].  
h
 Symmetric cables may also have arrows to ensure reinstallation in the same direction after removal to avoid 

fatiguing the metal by repeated bending and unbending.  
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IV.   EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4.1 Experiment 1: Electrical parameters 

 

Table 1: Measured R, L, and C values (averaged for both channels and normalized per meter) and calculated 

parameters (with RS=100  and RL=10 k; please see text for formulas) for three interconnect cables.  

1 B = 0.00001 dB. All parameters are proportional to the length except for Z and Z. 

 

Cable R (m) L (nH) C (pF) Z () Z % 

S 47.8 95 279 18.5 0.7 

M 84.0 638 148 65.7 2.1 

G 323 283 239 34.4 14.1 

Cable L (ps) C (ns) TLC (ns) PL (B) 

S 9.5 27.9 32.3 4.11 

M 63.8 14.8 61.0 7.27 

G 28.3 23.9 51.7 27.8 

 

 The RLC parameters were measured with an MCH 2811c LCR meterusing four-terminal Kelvin 

sensing. C and L were measured at an excitation frequency of fE = 10 kHz with accuracies of ±2 pF and ±5 nH. 

R was measured at fE = 100 Hz and 1 kHz, both agreeing within a ±0.05 m error. Section II explains the 

calculated parameters.  

 From Table 1, one can learn the following:  

(1) While R and PL do follow the external diameter of the cables and the implied gauges of their conductors, 

their absolute values are utterly negligible. Thus although the thin generic interconnect‘s R is 7 times higher 

than for interconnect S, it would still have to be 11 km long (even including the skin effect, which raises its PL 

to 39 B) to have a 3 dB loss in delivered power!  

(2) Although capacitive effects dominate inductive effects by about a thousand fold, all the nominal reactive 

times (L, C, and TLC) are very short (<100 ns) from a spectral filtering point of view (i.e., 1/2> 2 MHz).  As 

shown below, this fact is mirrored in the frequency response.  

(3) The frequency dependence of C, the main reactive player, was studied in more detail in a separate 

experiment described below; however, this LCR-meter experiment already shows the following variations of C 

with f (for fE = 100Hz, 1 kHz, and 10 kHz): 0.5%, 0.9%, and 8.7% for cables S, M, and G respectively. Thus 

NIC effects were worse for lower grade interconnects.  

(4) The variability Z—which is related to manufacturing tolerances and controls internal reflections—is tighter 

for the audiophile grade interconnects (0.7% for S and 2.1% for M) compared to the generic (14.1%).  

Reflections were studied in a separate experiment described below.  

 

4.2 Experiment 2: Frequency dependence of cablecapacitance 

 For this experiment, a sinusoidal signal was provided by a Tenma 72-910 Audio Oscillator with an 

added series resistor to make RS = 1 M. The DSO was set to RL = 1 MDC coupling), no BWL (bandwidth 

limit), and no ERES (enhanced resolution), providing a 500 MHz analog bandwidth. The high RS configuration 

(compared to normal operation) allowed a more sensitive study of the cable‘s capacitance. Note that the 

measured response is for the Fig. 1 circuit (equations 8–10) not the cable‘s transfer function, since here Vin 

includes the voltage drop across RS; Vout is across RL. In order to better elucidate the capacitive effects, the 

interconnect lengths were doubled to 4 m by linking the left and right cables in series through an RCA female-

to-female coupler.  

 As plotted in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), there are large changes in the magnitude |G| = |Vout/Vin| and phase shift 

 because of the high chosen values of RS = RL = 1 M The theoretical curves—representing equations 9 and 

10 with C values taken from Table 1—are seen to generally well describe the measured response without 

adjustable fitting parameters. Deviations from the curves arise from variations in C with f. Equations 9 and 10 

can thus be inverted and used as sensitive tools to obtain C as a function of f: 

    C = [(|G|
-2

 - {(RS+RL)/RL}
2
)/(2fRS)

2
]

1/2
  (11) 

    C = -tan(2/360) (RS+RL)/(2fRSRL)           (12) 

Equation 11 (C from measured |G|) is sensitive at high f (with |G| becoming flat and useless at low f; see Fig. 
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3(a)). Conversely Eq. 12 (C from ) works best at low f (Fig. 3(b)). Fig. 3 (c) shows the composite result. As 

observed in the previous LCR-meter experiment, C is relatively constant for cables S and M. But for cable G, C 

varies by 74% (32% over the audible band). Thus a nominal single-frequency measurement (Table 1) gives the 

wrong impression that all is well with cable G‘s capacitance.    

 

 
Fig. 3. (a) Measured gain magnitude |G| = |Vout/Vin| and (b) phase shift  for the circuit in Fig. 1 with RS = RL 

= 1 M Solid lines represent equations 9 and 10 without any adjustable fitting parameters. (c) C versus f 

extracted from above data using equations 11 and 12. Solid lines and curves use LCR-meter measured C values 

from Table 1 (scaled to 4 m plus 44 pF due to couplers and adaptors). 

 

4.3 Experiment 3: Cable frequency response  

 Experiment 3 used a similar setup to experiment 2, except for the absence of the series resistor 

following the source so that RS = 600 he DSO was set to 2 bit ERES and provided a 500 MHz analog 

bandwidth. An external resistor in parallel with the DSO input rendered a net RL = 10 k and Vin was measured 

at the cable‘s input itself. This lower impedance environment better mimics normal interconnect operation and 

provides the complex frequency response pertinent to audio applications. Single 2m long interconnects were 

measured.  

 Fig. 4 shows some example waveforms. The differences are so small that the main curves (Vin and Vout) 

practically lie on top of each other and cannot be visually distinguished. But the zoomed view (slanted parallel 

lines) of the highlighted portion near the origin (after synchronously averaging >10000 sweeps) clearly shows a 

horizontal time shift t. The phase shift can then be found from the amplitudes (A1 and A2) and vertical offsets 

(V1 and V2) of the two channels, and t, using the equation  

    ft + {sin
-1

(V2/A2) – sin
-1

(V1/A1)}/{2f}].     (13) 

The gain magnitude is of course 

  |G| = A2/A1.       (14) 

This first-principles experimental arrangement can accurately identify extremely minute phase shifts, which 

might evade black-box approaches like REW and some off-the-shelf spectrum analyzers. 
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Fig. 4: Oscilloscope screen showing setup for high-precision complex-frequency-response measurements. The 

main scales are 200mV/div vertical and 50 ms/div horizontal (with 10 bits vertical and 200 ns horizontal 

resolution). The slanted lines (a 200X vertical by 250X horizontal zoom near the origin) clearly show the phase 

difference. The curves represent the average of 14535 individual traces in order to reduce noise. 
 

 

 

The values for |G| and  found through this process are plotted in Fig. 5 over a range that surpasses the 

audible band. |G| is flat within ±0.03 dB and  varies by less than ±0.06
○
, even for the generic interconnect. 

Such sonically perfect responses feed the skepticism against cable audibility. However, the FR is a just one facet 

of electrical performance. This work shows that there are other electrical characteristics that differentiate cables 

that have more potential to distinguish them sonically. On audio forums, interconnect cables are sometimes 

viewed as frequency-response equalizers. As seen here, this is impossible since the objective FR is essentially 

flat, at least for the range of interconnects tested here. However, the interconnect may still alter the ―subjective 

FR‖ (i.e., the timbre or tonal qualityof the sound) through the other effects investigated here. As will be 

discussed in detail elsewhere [23] and noted in [2–10], the onset and offset transients of a note are more 

influential in determining timbre than the complex FR.  
 

 
Fig. 5. Complex frequency response of interconnects. 

 

4.4 Experiment 4: Transient response 

 For experiments 4–6, a Quantum Composers model 9512 dual-channel pulse generator (PG) provided 

5V pulses. Their repetition period of 0.025 s contains exactly 1.5 power-line-cycle (PLC) periods of TPLC=1/60 

s, which dramatically suppresses power line noise (and uncorrelated noise) when an even number of 

oscilloscope traces are averaged. For this experiment, the DSO triggered on the signal from the test cable itself 

(i.e., only the middle signal path in Fig. 2 was active). The PG‘s output impedance was increased to RS = 100 

to simulate a typical HEA component) by adding a 50  series resistor, and the interconnect terminated into 

RL = 10 kCL =20 pF (a typical HEA-component input impedance; the DSO‘s input coupling was set to  

1 MDC).  
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Fig. 6: Transient responses (1000 sweeps averaged) of the three 4m long (doubled) analog interconnect cables 

(S, M, and G) to square pulses showing the (a) rise, (b) fall, and (c) low-level (mV) tail regions. The solid black 

lines in (b) represent the exponential functions V(t) =V0 exp[-(t – t0)/] with a plateau voltage of V0 = 4.87 V, 

time offset of t0 = 1.573 s, and exponential decay times of  = 139 ns and 68 ns for cables S and M 

respectively. (a) and (b) exemplify (for cable S) the definition offall and rise.  

 

Fig. 6 shows the transient responses of the three interconnects to a long (1.572 s) square pulse
i
. The 

nominal (10% to 90%) rise time rise is faster than the fall timefall for all cables. Interconnect S exhibits an ideal 

textbook exponential decay V(t) = V0 exp[-(t – t0)/] (see panel (b)). The other audiophile interconnect (M) 

follows an approximately exponential decay albeit with oscillatory structure superimposed on it. The 

exponential time constants  are slightly (~20%) higher than the 4-times length-scaled C valuesof Table 1 

because of stray capacitances of the source, load, adaptors and couplers. The generic cable decays non-

exponentially and exhibits an extended decay arising from its NIC behavior; although G's nominal fall is shorter 

than for S (panel (b)) it crosses over to a much longer 60 dB decay time 60= 1.7 s instead of 0.9 s (panel (c)).  

 It is shown below, with full-bandwidth impulse measurements of reflections and measurements of un-

averaged noise, that interconnect M has a pronounced lingering RF (radio frequency) tail. This again reinforces 

how misleading a cable‘s nominal single-frequency capacitance measurement can be, and the usefulness of fast 

time-domain measurements for a more complete picture.  

 

4.5 Experiment 5: Signal propagation speed  

The basic setup for this experiment is similar to the previous one except that the PG‘s channel A sent a 

synchronizing pulse to the external trigger of the DSO, while channel B supplied the narrowest possible pulse (4 

ns) after a delay of 6.18 s (to surpass trigger related noise) through the test interconnect
j
.  

                                                           
i
For the high ranges of Fig. 6 (a) and (b), the DSO was run at a 10 GHz single-shot sampling rate and set on 1 

V/div scale with no BWL and no ERES. The lower range of Fig. 6 (c) used a 200 mV scale with 200 MHz BWL 

and 2.5 bits ERES. 
j
Here again, RS= 100 and RL= 10 kCL=20 pF; DSO sampled at a 10 GHz single-shot rate with 1.5 bit 

ERES and no BWL; and 10000 pulses were synchronously averaged. Absolute amplitudes differ for cables 

because of different reflection coefficients at the terminations. Effective propagation distance is ~0.07 m greater 

than the nominal 4 m cable due to the RCA-to-RCA coupler and two BNC-to-RCA adaptors. This plus the 

oscilloscope‘s 0.1 ns resolution limit result in an error bar of±0.3 ns in time. 
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The waveforms in Fig. 7 illustrate the absolute propagation times and the inset shows the 

corresponding speeds. The v/c ranking is as expected from Eq. 7 and the permittivity values of their insulation: 

r<2.1, r=2.2–2.4, and r=3–4 for S, M, and G respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Normalized pulse-propagation waveforms for 4m long (doubled) interconnects (S, M, and G).  The 

vertical dashed line “v=c” indicates the expected arrival time if the distance had been traversed at c=3x10
8
 

m/s, the speed of light in vacuum. The inset box shows the measured propagation speeds as a percentage of c for 

each interconnect.  

 

4.6 Experiment 6: Reflection sequence 

The experimental setup for this is essentially the same as the previous experiment except for a delayed 

and longer time window (see Fig. 8), to capture the reflection sequence—an RF structure arising from back-and-

forth reflections of progressively attenuated amplitudes that persists long after (t > 100 ns) the application of the 

4 ns pulse. Interconnect G, with the most regular reflection pattern, has a fairly constant period T reflection = 23.8 ± 

0.3 ns that agrees with the total round-trip distance of 4.27m (including adaptors and couplers) divided by the 

measured propagation speed (see inset of Fig. 7).  

This RF tail upon entering subsequent electronics can affect the audio signal like any other input RF 

noise. However, unlike RF noise picked off the air or circuit noise, the reflection sequence is temporally 

correlated with the signal, affecting the decay transients of a note. Research on perceptual fusion/segregation of 

auditory components [24–26] suggests that correlated artifacts ought to have a greater influence on timbre than 

uncorrelated noise, other factors being equal.   

From Table 1, cable M (with Z=66 ) should have a closer match with the 100  termination at the 

source end, than cables G (Z=34 ) and S (Z=19 ). But contrary to expectations cable S has the smoothest 

decay with least prominent reflections. This suggests that the connectors of cable S may be mitigating 

reflections, supporting the importance of connectors‘ influence in electrical (and potentially sonic) performance.  
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Fig. 8: (a) Impulse response showing sequence of reflections for three 2m long analog interconnect cables (S, 

M, and G). The period Treflection agrees with the propagation speed and cable length. (b) Magnified view 

comparing cables S and M for extended times.  
 

 

4.7 Experiment 7: Noise 

Two types of measurements fully investigated cable noise vulnerability. First, voltage-time waveforms 

were measured with the left and right members of each interconnect connected to separate channels of the same 

(switched-off) dual-channel pulse generator, which provided 50  terminations although it did not source a 

signal. The interconnects‘ other ends were connected to separate channels of the DSO set to 1 M DC-coupled 

input and no BWL. All traces were single-shot with random trigger and no averaging. This arrangement allowed 

noise in both left and right channel cables to be measured simultaneously to study channel correlation. Both the 

generator and the oscilloscope were grounded at their power outlets, which gave the least overall noise. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Noise waveforms in interconnect G show close correlation between left and right channels over two 

widely separated time scales. 
 

Fig. 9 shows noise waveforms for generic interconnect G. There is a close correlation between the left 

and right channels, because their separation is much less than RF wavelengths. Such correlated noise will 

intrusively image in the middle of the reproduced soundstage [27–28] and tend to perceptually interfere with the 

musical performance. The lesson here is that left and right interconnects should be spaced far apart and not run 
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close together (which cannot be avoided when the channels are molded together, as in the case of interconnect 

G). 

Next, noise vulnerability was compared for both signal directions (―forward‖ and ―reverse‖ relative to 

the marked arrows, if any). The two symmetrically grounded interconnects S and G did not show a directional 

difference. But the asymmetrically grounded interconnect M showed a striking directional difference that is 

clearly larger than its standard deviation as shown in Fig. 10. Panel (c) shows that the left and right values are 

close (indicating a consistency in production quality); however, the noise is actually less for the reverse 

direction. 

 

 
Fig. 10: Noise waveforms in interconnect M show a strong directional dependence in noise (panels (a) and (b)). 

Their rms noise voltages were calculated over the 200,000 samples of each oscilloscope trace and this process 

was repeated for multiple traces to obtain the means and standard deviations shown in panel (c).  
 

 Interconnect M also shows a directional dependence in its reflection sequence (see discussion in an 

earlier section) as shown in Fig. 11. The reverse-direction oscillations survive into the ~1 s time frame. Thus 

the optimum signal direction—which may depend on a system‘s grounding scheme rather than the marked 

arrows—can be ascertained by the present measurements. 

 

 
Fig. 11: Reflection sequence shows directional dependence in interconnect M. 

 

Besides the noise waveforms, noise spectra were measured with the source end of each cable connected 

to a floating fully shielded 100  ―shorting plug‖ following the setup of [1]. This emulates the star-ground 

configuration used by some audio systems in which one central component (e.g., the preamplifier or power 

amplifier) is externally grounded and other components are floated to avoid ground loops. The other end of the 

interconnect was connected to the DSO set to 1 M DC-coupled input, no BWL, 5 MHz sampling rate, and 500 

MHz analog bandwidth. The FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) was internally calculated and averaged for 545 

sweeps within the oscilloscope. 
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The results are shown in Fig. 12. The cables are markedly different in their radio frequency interference 

(RFI) pickup. RF noise can undergo rectification-demodulation upon entering an amplifier and may contribute 

an audible signature to the music playback. The rms noise voltages were calculated in 3 ways, which are (for 

interconnects S, M, and G respectively): 27 V, 2.6 mV, and 0.49 mV (unweighted over the entire 0–2.5 MHz 

bandwidth); 11.2 V, 16.7 V, and 18.6 V (unweighted 0 Hz–22 kHz audible band); and 25.3 V, 40.6 V, 

and 44.5 V (ITUR-468 weighted audible band [29–30]). The full-bandwidth noise of interconnects M and G is 

objectionably high, being only 24 and 38 dB below the 40.2 mV rms signal level used in the listening tests of 

[1]. If RF noise is mostly rejected by the input of the load component, the most relevant values would then be 

the ITUR-468 weighted ones whose electrical-power values for the 3 cables bear the ratios 1:2.57:3.08; and 

correspond to 64, 60, and 59 dB below the signal level used in [1].  

 [1] found an ITUR-468 ratio of 1:2.67 between their cables A (balanced) and B (unbalanced), which is 

almost identical to the present work‘s ratio of 1:2.57 between S (unbalanced version similar to their cable A) 

and M (same as their cable B). It thus seems that a cable‘s intrinsic shielding may be more relevant for reducing 

noise pickup than a balanced topology. Furthermore, balancing mainly helps with noise; it provides no benefit 

against the various TD signal alterations and NIC behaviors discussed in this work.  

 

 
Fig. 12: Noise spectra of interconnects S, M, and G up to 2.5 MHz. The 0 –22 kHz “audio band” is shown on a 

magnified horizontal scale before the axis break. The rms voltage (y axis) is the square root of the amplitude of 

each frequency component in the Fourier series.  

 

V.   Summary and Conclusions 
The effect of cables on the sonic performance of an audio system has been a contentious subject for a 

few decades [31]. The controversy is fueled in part by the paucity of journal-published blind listening tests that 

prove there is at all an audible difference. Listening tests are tricky and can easily produce both false negative 

and false positive results; the relevant psychology and neurology is reviewed in [1,32–36]. Another reason for 

disbelief in interconnect audibility may be due to a misguided focus on irrelevant measurements such as 

frequency response, resistance, and nominal reactance, whose resulting signal errors areindeed far below the 

presumed audibility thresholds.  

The present work investigated other kinds of signal alterations during transmission through a cable, 

besides the above parameters. It was found that noise in some cablesexists at audible levels. While the nominal 

reactive time constants may possibly be too short (<100 ns) for discernibility, the decay times arising from non-

ideal effects are not obviously negligible (~1 s), especially when multiple occurrences combine along the audio 

chain. Within the audio community at large, there tends to be a misunderstanding and underestimation of the 
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spectacular capabilities and extraordinary sensitivity of human hearing: For example, the ear can detect a 

cochlear basilar-membrane amplitude of ∼1 pm [37–39] and has a temporal resolution in the microseconds that 

has no direct connection with the maximum audible frequency
k
.  

The present work found clear systematic differences in the electrical performance of interconnect 

cables of different grades. Besides the electrical signal alterations studied here, vibrational effects 

(―microphonics‖) may also potentially affect cable performance [17]. However unlike loudspeaker cables, 

interconnects lie in high impedance circuits and carry low currents. Thus they have smaller magnetic forces and 

induced voltages from mechanical motion. Another potential source of signal degradation in cables is 

triboelectric noise from internal motion; but it is estimated to be 180 dB below typical signal levels [45]. 

Previous work [1] demonstrated the audibility of cable pathways, pointing to differences in RF noise 

pickup as the likely cause. But it left open the question of whether the noise differences were due to shielding or 

balanced versus unbalanced topologies. The present work sheds light on that question by showing that its 

unbalanced cable S(of the same brand as cable A in [1]) is almost equally quiet. Furthermore, there are clear 

time-domain performance differences between the various interconnects tested. While cable manufacturers 

undoubtedly make a variety of measurements on their own products during the course of their development, the 

present results are of value to the consumer because they provide measurements across different brands made by 

a non-commercial entity.  
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